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Abstract: Car-2-Car communication requires the use of pseudonymous public keys 
to ensure the vehicle’s privacy by making its messages unlinkable over a longer 
period. The Pseudonymous PKI (PPKI) for Ubiquitous Computing by K. Zeng 
[Ze06]  offers peer-side pseudonym generation, non-repudiation and an efficient 
revocation mechanism that excludes the revoked peers from the group of authorized 
participants. In addition, this work provides a new authorisation scheme that 
incorporates efficiently into the pseudonymous PKI, offers peer-side pseudonymous 
credential generation and preserves the peer's privacy during the initial authorisation 
obtainment from third party authentication authorities. The PKI scheme is also 
supplemented with a particular non-pseudonymous variation for roadside units as 
well as other adaptations based on Car-2-Car requirements. Finally, the signature 
verification performance and message sizes are analysed. We argue that the PPKI 
fulfils the security challenges of Car-2-Car communication and has advantages over 
a classical PKI. 

1 Introduction 

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), also known as Car-2-Car communication, 
improve driver safety. Examples of new safety applications enabled by this technology are 
the timely detection of a traffic jam, collision warnings of obscured vehicles or the 
warnings about hazards on the road. Once a sufficient saturation of Car-2-Car-enabled 
vehicles has been reached, road users can automatically warn each other and consequently 
prevent various accidents. One of the main requirements for a successful rollout of this 
technology is trustworthiness. Otherwise, if  safety messages are not trustworthy, 
consumers will never adopt this new technology. Beside well-functioning sensors, 
communication devices and applications, security is a crucial requirement. The main 
security challenges for the exchange of Car-2-Car messages are authenticity, integrity of 
messages as well as non-repudiation and privacy. 

The following states at first the security requirements for Car-2-Car Communication, the 
current solution. Afterwards the PPKI Scheme and its adaptations, including a new 



authorisation scheme, is explained. Finally, a signature sizes and performance are 
compared with the current solution. 

1.1 Classical Public Key Infrastructures 

The present solution, to provide message security, is to implement a classical Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI). A certificate authority (CA) signs the public keys of the peers, who 
then digitally sign their messages. A classical PKI solves all security challenges of Car-2-
Car  communication apart from privacy. To achieve privacy, it is important to prevent the 
possibility to link messages and peers over a longer time.  

1.2 Pseudonymous Public Keys 

With a classical PKI, each peer uses its private key to create message signatures. The CA-
signed public key will be additionally attached to this signature, which allows other peers 
to perform a validation. However, the peer’s public key represents the main link between 
all of its messages and, therefore, can be seen as a unique identifier.  

The obvious solution is repeatingly to change the public key (and all other identifying 
attributes). Total anonymity, however, is not desirable, since misbehaving nodes need to 
be identified and potentially removed from the group of authorized peers (revocation). 
Such keys are called Pseudonymous Public Keys (PPKs). They fulfil the challenge of non-
repudiation. 

1.3 Car-2-Car Reference Architecture 

The ETSI specifications 102 940 [ETSI1] and 102 941 [ETSI2] define an ITS security 
reference model, consisting of different types of authorities and peers. The Enrolment 
Authority (EA) is responsible for enabling peers to generally take part in the Car-2-Car 
communication. The EA will be referred to as CA within this document. The Authorisation 
Authority (AA) is responsible for authorising a peer “to use of particular application, 
service, or privilege”. For example, the use of specific Car-2-Car safety messages should 
be subject to those privileges.  A Manufacturer is an authority that issues each peer a 
canonical identifier. The Root CA issues certificates to all authorities that should take part 
in the Car-2-Car communication. 

1.4 Current Solution 

A classical PKI implementation was chosen for the current Pilot PKI of the European Car-
2-Car Communication Consortium [ES12]. A vehicle in this infrastructure should receive 
different types of certificates: 

 A long-term certificate, which is only used to authenticate against other 
authorities. 



 A specific amount of short-term certificates which are used as pseudonyms for 
authentic inter-vehicular communication. Those are issued from so-called 
Pseudonym CAs. Each one is only valid for a given period. 

 Authorisation Certificates (Credentials) from the AA. They are not available in 
the current Pilot PKI. Since a credential “should be an unlinkable proof of 
authentication to the canonical identifier”, an obvious solution is, that the peer 
transfers all of its pseudonymous public keys to the AA, which assigns the 
credentials to each of them. 
 

When all pseudonymous public keys or authorisation credentials have expired, the peer 
needs to interact again with the Pseudonym CA and AA to receive another set of keys and 
credentials. 

Peer revocation requires the revocation of the peer’s long-term certificate and the 
prevention of the use of the pseudonymous keys, which can be achieved in two different 
ways: Firstly, certificate revocation lists (CRLs) can be used, which need to include all the 
peer’s non-expired pseudonymous public keys. The second option is to specify a 
pseudonymous key update rate so that the peer runs out of certificates very soon. 

1.5 Zeng’s Pseudonymous PKI (PPKI) 

The Pseudonymous PKI for Ubiquitous Computing [Ze06] is a universal scheme for 
authentic communication with the focus on both effective privacy and traceability in case 
of misbehaviour. The scheme uses pairing-based cryptography to offer the following 
features: It enables peer nodes to generate signed pseudonymous public keys (PPKs) 
themselves, which can only be linked to a peer’s identity by the CA. The signature of the 
PPKs can be validated using the global group public key (GPK). Revocation is 
accomplished by the recalculation of the GPK, which then prohibits the revoked peer to 
sign new pseudonymous keys. Since different versions of the PPKs cannot validate each 
other, the peer with the lower version is forced to update its revocation list. The revocation 
list is then used to calculate the keys according to the new version.  

The following explains the cryptographic foundations of pairings, states the PPKI 
protocols and examines if and how the PPKI can be adapted to Car-to-Car 
Communication. Also, analysis of the signature sizes and validation performance will be 
illustrated. 

1.6 Pairing-Based Cryptography 

Pairing-based cryptography is a rather new cryptosystem. The first pairing-based schemes 
were developed around the year 2000 [BF00]. The most general form [Ly07] of a pairing 
is a bilinear map e used for cryptographic applications is the following: e┺  初怠 抜 初態 蝦 宍 

where 初怠, 初態 and 宍 are groups of prime order 喧. It requires the following properties (using 訣怠 樺 初怠, 訣態 樺 初態) : 



 bilinearity, such that 結岫訣怠銚┸ 訣態長岻 噺 結岫訣怠┸ 訣態岻銚長 for all 欠┸ 決 樺  穏  
 nondegeneracy, such that 結岫訣怠┸ 訣態岻 噺 な for all 訣怠 if and only if 訣態 噺 な or for 

all for all 訣態 if and only if 訣怠 噺 な 

Using 訣怠 樺 初怠, 訣態 樺 初態, 訣 樺 宍 and 岫欠┸ 決┸ 捲┸ 検┸ 権岻 樺 穏椎, following main cryptographic 
hard problem-assumptions have been found in bilinear maps [Ly07]: 

• Co-Computational Diffie-Hellman (co-CDH) Problem:  
Given 訣怠┸ 訣態┸ 訣態 掴, compute 訣怠 掴 

• External Diffie-Hellman (XDH) Problem:  
Given 訣怠┸ 訣態┸ 訣┸ 訣怠掴 ┸ 訣態 槻

 欠券穴 訣佃, decide whether xy 噺 z 

• Q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) Problem: 
Given (訣怠┸ 岷訣態┸ 訣態 掴┸ 訣態態掴┸ ┼ ┸ 訣態槌掴峅岻, find 潔┸ 訣怠怠【岫掴袋頂岻 for any 潔 樺 穏椎 

In addition, following theorems are relevant for the PPKI [Ze06]: 

• BB Theorem based on the q-SDH Problem: 
Given 訣怠┸ 訣態┸ 畦 噺 訣態銚, find 岫建┸ 捲岻 such that 結岫建┸ 畦 ゲ 訣態 掴岻 噺 結岫訣怠┸ 訣態岻 

• Zeng’s General Theorem based on the BB Theorem: 
Given 訣怠┸ 訣態┸ 畦 噺 訣態銚 and (月怠┸ 月態┸ ┼ ┸ 月賃岻 樺 初態, find 岫建珍 ┸ 捲岻 such that  盤建珍 ┸ 畦 ゲ 訣態掴匪 噺 結岫月珍 ┸ 訣態岻 

Bilinear maps are based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). The Groups 初怠 and 初態 in 
the pairing e┺  初怠 抜 初態 蝦 宍 are subgroups of points on an elliptic curve over a field and 宍 is a subgroup of a multiplicative group of a finite Field [GPS06].  

For the implementation of a pairing, several algorithms exist. The first discovered ones 
were the Weil and the Tate pairing [Ly07]; however, faster pairing algorithms were 
developed [LLP08], [Ve10]. Today, the Optimal Ate pairing is one of the most efficent 
solutions [BG10]. 

2 The PPKI Scheme 

The following scheme was defined in a universal form [Ze06]. It will be explained 
shortened and with slight modifications where the PPKI scheme was too generic for an 
implementation. In particular, the PPKI scheme does not require a specific signature 
algorithm; instead it uses a generic notation for a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge. 

The present implementation (see below in section Implementation) uses the Schnorr 
scheme [Sc89], since Zeng already illustrated its use. In addition, through the utilisation 
of a self-feedback mode, the scheme makes this implementation very secure [CM09]. 
However, other signature algorithms can be chosen as well. 



CA Initialisation 
The CA will be initialised using the following procedure: 1. Generate a random private 
key 欠 樺眺 穏椎. 2. Compute the public key 畦 噺  訣態銚 樺  初態. 3. Generate the random elements 月怠┸ 月 樺眺 初態. 4. Publish the public key 鶏計蝶勅追 噺 岫喧┸ 初怠┸ 初態┸ 宍┸ 訣怠┸ 訣態┸ 結┸ 月怠┸ 月┸ 畦岻 and the 
current version 撃結堅, which starts at 1. 

Peer Initialisation 
The peer will be initialised using the following procedure: 1. Generate a random private-
key 捲 樺眺 穏椎. 2. Calculate the root public key 検 噺  月掴. 3. Create a peer identifier 荊経. This 
should be provided ex-factory and the peer must not be able to change it afterwards.  In 
addition, a proof 嫌彫帖  for the peer’s ownership of ID and public key must be generated. 
This will be discussed later in the Car-2-Car adaptation. 

Peer Registration 
After the initialisation the peer can register with the CA: 1. Peer computes 検嫗 噺 訣態掴  and 
sends 岫荊経┸ 検┸ 検嫗岻 to the CA. 2. CA verifies that 結岫検┸ 訣態岻 噺 結岫月┸ 検旺岻 holds and that the proof 嫌沈鳥 is correct. 3. CA generates a salt 行 樺眺 穏椎 and computes 権 噺 茎欠嫌月岫荊経】検】嫌沈鳥】行岻 
(| denotes concatenation). 4. CA computes 盤建直 噺 訣怠怠【岫銚袋佃岻┸ 建朕 噺 岫月怠 ゲ 月掴岻怠【岫銚袋佃岻 匪. 5. CA 
stores 岫荊経┸ 検┸ 嫌沈鳥 ┸ 検嫗┸ 行岻 in a database, to enable the later tracing of PPKs. 6. CA sends 
certificate 盤建直┸ 建朕┸ 権匪 to the peer. 7. Peer verifies the certificate by ensuring that 結盤建直┸ 畦 ゲ 訣態佃匪 噺 結岫訣怠┸ 訣態岻 and 結岫建朕┸ 畦 ゲ 訣態 佃岻 噺 結岫月怠 ゲ 月掴 ┸ 月態岻 hold. 8. Peer computes 懸怠 噺 結岫訣怠 ゲ 月怠┸ 訣態岻  樺 宍 , 懸態 噺 結盤建直 ゲ 建朕┸ 訣態貸怠匪  樺 宍 and 懸戴 噺 結岫月┸ 訣態岻 樺 宍. Since those 
terms are required quite often, the storage of their results (懸怠┸ 懸態┸ 懸戴岻 brings some 
performance gain. 9. Finally, the peer stores the CA-certificate 盤建直┸ 建朕┸ 権匪 and the 
accelerators  岫懸怠┸ 懸態┸ 懸戴岻 in accordance with the current version 撃結堅. 

Pseudonymous Public Key Generation and Verification 
When required, a peer can generate a new pseudonymous public key (鶏鶏計) using the 
following procedure:  1. Chose a random integer 堅 樺眺 穏椎. 2. Compute the 鶏鶏計 盤建 噺 盤建直 ゲ 建朕匪追 ┸ 建槻 噺 建掴匪. 3. Generate the 鶏鶏計 Signature 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 using the Schnorr 
Scheme: Firstly, chose three random Elements 捲怠 樺眺  穏椎, 捲態 樺眺  穏椎 and 捲戴 樺眺  穏椎. 
Secondly, compute 迎凋 噺  懸怠 掴迭 ゲ 懸怠追ゲ掴鉄 ゲ 懸戴 掴典 樺 宍┸ 迎諜 噺 建貸掴典 ゲ 建槻 掴迭 樺 初怠 and the Hash 潔鎚 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎凋】迎諜】撃結堅岻 樺 穏椎. Thirdly, compute the three exponents 嫌怠 噺 捲怠 伐 潔鎚 ゲ 堅 樺穏椎 , 嫌態 噺 捲態 伐 潔鎚 ゲ 権 樺 穏椎 and 嫌戴 噺 捲戴 伐 潔鎚 ゲ 堅 ゲ 捲 樺 穏椎. Those four Elements represent 
the signature: 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 噺 岫潔鎚, 嫌怠┸ 嫌態┸ 嫌戴岻.  4. A verifying peer can validate the 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 by 
computing 迎嫗凋 噺  懸怠 鎚迭 ゲ 結岫建┸ 訣態貸鎚鉄 ゲ 畦頂濡岻 ゲ 懸戴 鎚典 樺 宍, 迎嫗諜 噺 建貸鎚典 ゲ 建槻 鎚迭 樺 初怠, as well as 潔嫗鎚 噺 岫迎嫗凋】迎嫗諜】撃結堅岻 樺 穏椎 and by verifying that 潔旺鎚 噺 潔鎚. 

The random integer 堅 樺眺  穏椎 allows the generation of 喧 different PPKs. The verification 
of a 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 requires three operations in 宍, which represents the bottleneck in this protocol, 
as shown later. 

  



Message Signature Generation and Verification 
The previously generated 鶏鶏計 will be used to sign a message. This message has to contain 
a timestamp, which is provided through the GeoNetworking protocol [ETSI3]. The 
proving peer has to perform the following actions: 1. Compute the signature for the 
message 兼: Firstly, generate a random element 捲怠陳 樺眺 穏椎┻ Secondly, compute the 
message hash 潔鎚陳: 迎陳 噺 建掴迭 樺 初怠  潔鎚陳 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎陳┸ 兼岻 樺 穏椎. Thirdly, compute 嫌陳 噺捲怠陳 伐 潔鎚陳 ゲ 捲 樺 穏椎. Finally, those two elements form the signature 鯨暢 噺 岫潔鎚陳 ┸ 嫌陳岻. 
2. A verifying peer can validate the message by computing 潔旺鎚陳: 迎旺陳 噺 建鎚尿 ゲ 建槻頂濡尿 樺 初怠, 
as well as 潔嫗鎚陳 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎嫗陳┸ 兼岻 樺 穏椎 and by verifying that 潔旺鎚陳 噺 潔鎚陳. 

Tracing 
When a misbehaving peer needs to be identified by linking one of its PPKs to its 荊経, the 系畦 has to perform the following steps: 1. Iterate through all database entries, which were 
created during the peer-registration process and check each 検旺沈 if 結岫建┸ 検旺沈岻 噺 結盤建槻 ┸ 訣態匪 
using the 鶏鶏計盤建┸ 建槻匪. When a match is found, then all corresponding information 岫荊経┸ 検┸ 嫌沈鳥 ┸ 検嫗┸ 行岻 is also discovered. 2. The tracing result now can be signed and published 
by the CA. However, it is important to keep the element 検嫗 back, since this can be used to 
find all 鶏鶏計嫌 of this peer, which would constitute a privacy breach. 

Peer Revocation 
When a peer was identified, it is possible to ban it from any further Car-2-Car 
communication. Therefore, the CA has to create a new version of its public key: 
1. Recompute the hash 権┏ 噺 茎欠嫌月盤荊経武】検賦】嫌徹鳥阜 】行實匪 using the database entry of the identified 

peer. 2. Compute its new public key  訣葡怠 噺 訣怠怠【岫銚袋佃┏岻 訣葡態 噺 訣態怠【岫銚袋佃┏岻  畦寞 噺 訣態 ゲ 訣葡態貸佃┏ . 
3. Increment 撃結堅 and publish the new  鶏計蝶勅追 噺 盤喧┸ 初怠┸ 初態┸ 宍┸ 訣葡怠┸ 訣葡態┸ 結┸ 月怠┸ 月┸ 畦寞匪.  4. Pub-
lish the revocation data 岫撃結堅┸ 訣葡怠┸ 訣葡態┸ 権┏岻 

Since communication between peers using different versions of the public key is 
impossible, each peer needs to update its copy of the CA’s public key as well as its CA-
certificate using the revocation data:  1. Compute 畦寞 噺 訣態 ゲ 訣葡態貸佃┏ 樺 初態. 2. Generate the 

new part of its CA-certificate 建直 噺 盤訣葡怠【建直匪怠【岫佃貸佃┏岻 樺 初怠. 3. Verify the validity of the 
revocation data using the same procedure as during the registration process, by checking 
if 結岫建朕┸ 畦 ゲ 訣態佃岻 噺 結岫月怠 ゲ 月掴 ┸ 訣態岻 holds. 4. Store the new  鶏計塚勅追 噺 盤喧┸ 初怠┸ 初態┸ 宍┸ 訣葡怠┸ 訣葡態┸結┸ 月怠┸ 月┸ 畦寞匪 and the revocation data. 6. Update the accelerators 懸怠 噺 結岫訣葡怠 ゲ 月怠┸ 訣葡態岻  樺 宍 , 懸態 噺 結盤建┘直 ゲ 建朕┸ 訣葡態貸怠匪  樺 宍 and 懸戴 噺 結岫月┸ 訣葡態岻 樺 宍. 7. Store the new CA-certificate 盤建直┸ 建朕┸ 権匪 and the updated accelerators 岫懸怠┸ 懸態┸ 懸戴 岻 in accordance to 撃結堅. It can be seen 
that a revoked peer is unable to update the certificate, since 権 噺 権┏ and consequently a 
division by zero would occur. Now this peer is unable to take part in the communication 
as a sender or verifying peer. 



3 PPKI Adaptation for Car-2-Car Communication 

The following explains the design of a hierarchical PKI architecture using the PPKI, the 
integration of an 畦畦, which issues pseudonymous authorisation certificates and an 
efficient non-pseudonymous solution for roadside units (RSUs). 

3.1 Hierarchical PKI 

As already suggested by other PKI schemes for VANETs [Pa08], the high number of 
countries in Europe results in a substantial regulatory and administrative effort, which 
makes it necessary to divide CAs into regional authorities. If it will be possible to unite all 
European countries under one single CA, then this concept might be unnecessary. 
However, regional domains also imply regional and therefore smaller certificate 
revocation lists.  

As previously demanded by the ETSI specification, a Root CA is required to establish trust 
between different regional CA and AA authorities. The Root CA uses a standard ECC-
based signature scheme to sign the public keys of the authorities. The creation of signature 嫌 for the message 兼 using the signee’s private key x and the known generator 訣 will be 
stated as 嫌 噺 嫌件訣券直┸掴岫兼岻. An exemplary scheme is the Schnorr Signature [Sc89], which 
will be used here in the following form: 1. Generate a random element 倦 樺眺 穏椎. 
2. Compute 迎鎚 噺 訣賃  樺 宍 and the hash 潔鎚 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎鎚】兼岻 樺 穏椎. 3. Compute the element 嫌 噺 捲 ゲ 潔鎚 髪 倦 樺  穏椎 using private key 捲. 4. A verifying peer or authority can validate 嫌 
by computing 迎鎚 噺 訣怠鎚 ゲ 岫訣掴岻貸頂濡 樺 宍, as well as 潔旺鎚 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎鎚】兼岻 樺 穏椎 and by 

verifying that 潔╆鎚=潔鎚. 
To reduce the signature length, a hierarchical PKI architecture without chaining is chosen 
for the design. This requires the Root CA to sign the public keys of all involved authorities: 堅剣剣建系結堅建凋日 噺  嫌件訣券直┸追岫畦沈岻. Also, the Root CA specifies the ECC parameters and the 
generator 訣, which are used for all non-pseudonymous signatures (e.g. manufacturer 
signatures).  

To enable peers to register at any regional CA it is important to provide a standardised 
credential that proves them as valid Car-2-Car peers. According to the Car-2-Car reference 
architecture, a Manufacturer Authority sets the peer’s canonical identifier 荊経. This will be 
enhanced with the issuance of a proof of ownership of the public key and the 荊経. The 
manufacturer creates 嫌彫帖┸沈 噺  版嫌件訣券直┸陳岫検沈】荊経沈岻┸ 警 噺 訣陳┸ 堅剣剣建系結堅建暢繁  for the peer’s 荊経 
and public key. The peer has a private and public key dedicated to the Root CA. This set 
is later used to sign and verif the peer’s public keys belonging to a regional CA, which is 
called the regional public key signature. A requirement for this signatures is, that the ECC 
parameters and the generator 訣 are valid for the entire PKI. Having this 嫌沈鳥, the 系畦 can 
validate the peer and then issue a certificate for pseudonymous communication within the 系畦’s managed region. A peer only needs to register once at a 系畦. It then stores the 
necessary information to easily switch the keys when passing different administrative 



regions. In case of a revocation, the 嫌彫帖 needs to be sent to all 系畦嫌 where the peer will be 
either locally revoked or excluded from future registrations. 

3.2 Authorisation and Credentials 

Based on the fundamental work of Verheul [Ve01], the following new pseudonymous 
credential scheme could be integrated into the PPKI: To retain the anonymity of the peer, 
the AA issues a blind signature for the requester’s 系畦 public key. An 畦畦 is always assigned 
to one 系畦, since it builds upon the 系畦’s public key, to enable efficient pseudonymous 
certificate proofs by the peer. On the other hand, this means for a peer that changes to 
another a regional CA, that it also has to interact with a corresponding 畦畦 to generate new 
certificates.  The credential information 系迎継経 contains the Credential String 系鯨, which 
denotes the specific authorisation and optionally an expiration date, the blinded signature 嫌頂長, and the 畦畦’s certified public key.  A message with one credential now contains the 
elements:      

M=岫潔剣券建結券建┸ 鯨暢 ┸ 鶏鶏計┸ 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 ┸ 系迎継経岻 

The 畦畦 uses its local 系畦’s public key and is set up the following way: 1. Generate private 
key 決 樺眺 穏椎 and the public key 稽 噺 訣態長 2. Interact with the 堅剣剣建 系畦 to get a signature for 
B: 嫌喋.  

A peer can acquire a credential and its signature from an 畦畦: 1. Peer performs a self-
blinding on its 系畦 public key 検浮 噺 検捗 , 月膚怠 噺 月怠捗 , 検浮 嫗 噺 訣態捗掴  and 月膚旺 噺 訣態捗 using 血 樺眺 穏椎. 2. 
Peer sends  to the 畦畦 the following: 検浮┸ 月膚怠┸ 検浮旺┸ 月膚旺, its current 鶏鶏計 and 鶏鶏計鎚沈直, as well as 
the requested credential information 系鯨 and a proof of the right of obtainment of the 
requested credential 嫌頂. The proof 嫌頂 can, for instance, be bound to this particular 鶏鶏計. 3. 畦畦 checks the peer’s request, by verifying the PPK using 鶏鶏計鎚沈直, the proof 嫌頂 and the 
blinded public key by checking that 結岫建┸ 検浮 嫗岻 噺 結盤建槻┸ 月膚旺匪 , 結盤月膚怠┸ 検浮 嫗匪 噺 結盤検浮┸ 月膚旺匪 and 結盤月怠┸ 月膚旺匪 噺 結盤月膚怠┸ 訣態匪 hold. 4. 畦畦 then creates the blind signature using 潔追 噺 月欠嫌月岫系鯨岻, 

as well as 嫌┓頂 噺 盤月膚怠 ゲ 検浮匪怠【岫長袋頂認岻
 and returns (CS, 嫌┓頂 ┸ 稽┸ 嫌喋岻 to the peer. 5. Peer obtains the 

real signature 嫌頂 噺 嫌┓頂怠【捗 and stores (CS, 嫌頂 ┸ 稽┸ 嫌喋岻. 

The 鶏鶏計 and 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 generation process will be enhanced with following steps: 1. Peer 
performs self-blinding to its certificate signature using the same random integer 堅 as used 
for the 鶏鶏計 creation: 嫌頂長 噺 嫌頂 追. The pseudonymous credential is composed of 系迎継経 噺岫系鯨┸ 嫌頂長 ┸ 稽┸ 嫌喋岻. 2. Peer adds an additional proof of the validity of 嫌頂長 to the 鶏鶏計鎚沈直┺ 
Firstly, calculate 迎頂 噺  懸替掴迭 ゲ 懸戴 掴典 樺 宍 by using the new accelerator 懸替 噺 岫月怠┸ 訣態岻 and use 
it as additional information for the hash: 潔鎚 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎凋】迎諜】撃結堅】迎頂岻 樺 穏椎. The new 
signature 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 噺 岫潔鎚┸ 嫌怠┸ 嫌態┸ 嫌戴岻 has still the same amount of elements, yet is also used 

as a link between 嫌頂長, 稽 and the 潔追 噺  茎欠嫌月岫系鯨岻. 2. A verifying peer has to perform the 
following additional steps during the validation: Firstly, Check if 稽 is already a trusted 畦畦 
public key and if not, validate 稽 using 嫌喋. Secondly, generate 潔追 噺 月欠嫌月岫系鯨岻 樺 穏椎.  
Thirdly, compute 迎旺頂 噺  懸替鎚迭 ゲ 懸戴 鎚典 ゲ 結岫嫌頂長 ┸ 畦 ゲ 訣態頂認岻 樺 宍. Finally, calculate the hash using 



迎旺頂  as an additional concatenated hash input value 潔旺鎚 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎旺凋】迎旺諜】撃結堅】迎旺頂岻 樺 穏椎. 
By checking that 潔鎚 噺 潔旺鎚, the verifying peer can now trust the 鶏鶏計 and the credential 
information 系迎継経. 

The proof was derived the following way: 盤嫌頂長怠【追匪長袋頂認 噺 月怠月掴 嫌頂長長袋頂認 噺 岫月怠月掴岻追 結岫嫌頂長 ┸ 訣態長袋頂認岻 噺 結岫月怠月掴 ┸ 訣態岻追 結岫嫌頂長 ┸ 稽 ゲ 訣態頂認岻 噺  結岫月怠┸ 訣態岻追 ゲ 結岫月┸ 訣態岻追掴 

The credential signature is not directly traceable, however, since it is bound to the peer’s 
private key, which is proven using the 鶏鶏計鎚沈直, the owner of a credential can always be 
found out by the 系畦. The proposed solution of the integration of a credential signature 
proof into the 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 proof is the most efficient when the credentials are always the same. 
When another credential is attached to a message, the verifying peer has to revalidate the 
whole 鶏鶏計鎚沈直, since the proof has changed. In cases where different credentials are 
required, it can be more efficient to separate the proofs. The proof of the 鶏鶏計鎚沈直 would be 
the original one and the proof of the credential would consist of 迎諜 and 迎寵, so that  潔頂 噺  岫迎諜】迎頂岻 樺 穏椎. 迎諜 is required to assure that the certificate is bound to the peer’s 
private key 捲. The proof of this certificate would consist of 岫潔頂 ┸ 嫌怠┸ 嫌戴岻 樺 穏椎. Both 
solutions also support the concatenation of multiple credentials. For each credential 
signature a separate 迎寵 has to be computed and concatenated to the hash input. For 
instance, for 券 credentials 潔鎚 噺 岫迎凋】迎諜】撃結堅】迎頂怠】迎頂態】 ┼ 】迎頂津岻 樺 穏椎. 

3.3 RSU Authentication and Authorisation 

The GSIS scheme [LSH07], contains with its RSU authentication and authorisation 
scheme an efficient non-pseudonymous PKI enhancement. Since RSUs have no privacy 
requirements, PPKs are not necessary, and a more efficient scheme can be used. 
Conveniently, the GSIS RSU authentication can be adapted to the PPKI. However, this 
implementation uses the scheme only to sign the RSU's public key. Like regular peers, 
RSUs use efficient ECC based signatures for messages.  The GSIS scheme uses an 
identity-based signature, in which the hash of the RSU's ID together with a credential 
string serves 系鯨 as a public key. In this adaption, the credential string and the RSU's public 
key is also signed by the CA.  The CA not only signs the RSU ID and an optional credential 
string, but also the RSU's public key.      
 

RSU Initialisation and Registration 
For identity-based signatures, it is necessary that the RSU certificate key is created at the 
CA:  1. RSU creates its private key 捲 樺 初怠  and its public key 検 噺 月掴 for message 
signatures. 2. RSU generates a proof 嫌沈鳥 for ownership of its identifier 荊経, and a valid 
binding of its root public key 捲┸ 荊経 and the credential string 系鯨. 3. CA verifies 嫌沈鳥 and 
creates the unique RSU identifier 権 噺 茎欠嫌月岫荊経】検】系鯨岻 樺  穏椎 4. CA creates the RSU's 



certificate key: 建追 噺 訣怠怠【岫銚袋朕馴縄南岻 using the CA's private key 欠. 5. RSU calculates 
accelerator 懸 噺 結岫訣怠┸ 訣態岻 樺 宍. 6. RSU stores 捲,検,権,建追 and 懸.  
   

RSU Public Key Signature Generation and Verification 
In contrast to normal peers, this signature only needs to be recalculated after a version 
update. 1. RSU creates the signature using the following procedure: Firstly, create random 
element 捲追 樺眺 穏椎. Secondly, compute the hash 潔追 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎追】撃結堅岻 樺 穏椎 using  迎追 噺 懸掴認 樺 宍. Finally, compute certificate element 嫌追 噺 建追 掴認袋頂認 樺 初怠. 2. A verifier can 
validate the signature 鶏計鎚沈直 噺 岫潔追 ┸ 嫌追 ┸ 検┸ 撃結堅岻 by computing 権嫗 噺 茎欠嫌月岫荊経】系鯨】検岻,  迎追嫗 噺 結岫嫌追 ┸ 訣態 佃嫗 ゲ 畦岻 ゲ 懸貸頂認 樺 宍, 潔追嫗 噺 茎欠嫌月岫迎追嫗 】撃結堅岻 and by verifying that 潔追 噺 潔追旺. 
 

RSU Message Signature Generation and Verification 
RSU message signatures are created using the same procedure as  for regular peers using 
the RSU's private key 捲 the public 検 and the generator 月. 
  

RSU Revocation 
It is very important that RSU can be revoked using the same method as used for peer 
revocation. Otherwise two revocation lists have to be used and the advantage of the update 
method would be lost. For that reason, the unique identifier 権 of an RSU is compatible to 
that of a peer. The CA can use the same revocation procedures and publish a new 
revocation data 岫撃結堅┸ 訣葡怠┸ 訣葡態┸ 権┏岻 to the revocation list. 
The RSU uses the same version update protocol as a peer, but instead of 建直蕪  it calculates 
its new private key 建追蕪 噺 岫懸葡【建追岻怠【岫佃貸佃┏岻  with the new accelerator 懸葡 噺 結岫訣葡怠┸ 訣葡態岻. It can be 
seen again, that a revoked RSU cannot perform the calculation of 建追蕪 . 

4 Analysis 

The two central questions for the utilisability of the PPKI are: how much the signature 
sizes of the PPKI differ from a classical PKI scheme and whether the PPKI has a sufficient 
performance. Both depend on the selected key lenghts. As explained above, the groups 初怠 
and 初態 are subgroups of an elliptic curve over finite fields, the third group 宍, however, is 
a subgroup of a finite field. Hence, two cryptographic key lengths are relevant: Firstly, for 
the size of 喧 for elliptic curve based cryptography and secondly, the size of the field 喧賃 
for the multiplicative subgroup 宍. To provide security until the year 2030, key lengths for 
p of 224 bit and for 喧賃 of にねぬに bit are recommended, according to ECRYPT II [Sm11]. 
This requires the implementation of Barreto-Naehrig elliptic curves [BN06], with the 
parameter 倦 噺 なに, which results in a length of にはぱぱ bit for 喧賃. 

4.1 Signature and Credential Size  

A peer's message signature package consists of the message signature itself, the PPK, the 
PPK signature and the version identifier. Table 1 shows how the signature size is deter-
mined. Due to point compression for elliptic curves, elements of 初怠 can be reduced to the 
x-value plus an indicator bit for the y-value. An ECC-based solution would consist of two 



elements for the message signature, one element for the peer's public key and two elements 
for the public key signature. This size would be の ゲ 健剣訣態岫喧岻, which is 1120 bit using a key 
size of 224 bit.  The PPKI's signature is 66 %  larger than an ECC-based one. The non-
pseudonymous RSU signature, as shown in Table 2, has about the same size as a regular 
ECC-based one. The difference depends on the size of the version identifier and the 
credential string. The RSU-ID is already part of the Car-2-Car protocol. Table 3 shows the 
determination of the authorisation certificate. It is easy to see that the AA public key 稽 樺初怠 is very large compared to the other elements, although due to six-to-one point 
compression of Baretto-Naehrig curves [BN06] it is only double the size instead of twelve 
times. The other sizes are comparable to an ECC-based solution. Since the public keys of 
authorities do not change very often, a possible solution to avoid this problem is to 
distribute public keys separately. The credential then would only need to refer to the 
required key using a small identifier. 

Table 1: Components and sizes of the PPKI peer signature 

Signature Parts Elements Relative Size Example for 喧 丸 ににね  
and 懸結堅 丸 ぬに (bit) 

Message 
Signature 

潔鎚陳 樺 穏椎  嫌鎚陳 樺 穏椎 

log態 岫喧岻 log態 岫喧岻 

224 

224 

Pseudonymous 
Public Key 

建 樺 初怠 建槻 樺 初怠 

log態岫喧岻 髪 な log態岫喧岻 髪 な 

225 

225 

Pseudonymous 
Public Key 
Signature 

潔鎚 樺 穏椎 嫌怠 樺 穏椎 嫌態 樺 穏椎 嫌戴 樺 穏椎 

log態 岫喧岻 log態岫喧岻 log態 岫喧岻 log態 岫喧岻 

224 

224 

224 

224 

Version 懸結堅 log態 岫懸結堅岻 32 

 ぱ log態岫喧岻 髪 log態岫懸結堅岻 髪 に 1826 

 

Table 2: Components and sizes of the PPKI RSU signature  

Signature Parts Elements Relative Size Example for 喧 丸 ににね,  懸結堅 丸 ぬに and CS 丸 はね 
(bit) 

Message 
Signature 

潔鎚陳 樺 穏椎  嫌鎚陳 樺 穏椎 

log態 岫喧岻 log態 岫喧岻 

224 

224 

Public Key 検 樺 初怠 log態岫喧岻 髪 な 225 

Public Key 
Signature 

潔追 樺 穏椎 嫌追 樺 穏椎 

log態岫喧岻 log態岫喧岻 

224 

224 

Version 
Cred. String 

懸結堅 系鯨 

log態 岫懸結堅岻 健剣訣態岫系鯨岻 

32 

64 

 ぱ log態岫喧岻 髪 log態岫懸結堅岻 髪 に 1217 

 

  



Table 3: Components and sizes of the PPKI credential 

Signature Parts Elements Relative Size Example for 喧 丸 ににね 
and CS 丸 はね (bit) 

Cred. String and 
Signature 

系鯨 log態 岫系鯨岻 64 嫌頂長 樺 初怠 log態岫喧岻 髪 な  225    

AA Public Key 
with Root CA’s 
Signature 

稽 樺 初態 log態岫喧態岻 髪 な 449 潔追長 樺 穏椎 log態 岫喧岻 224 嫌追長 樺 穏椎 log態 岫喧岻 224 

 log態岫系鯨岻 髪 の log態岫喧岻 髪 に 1186 

4.2 Performance 

The main performance constraints in this protocol are the operations in 宍 and the pairing 結. 
Since signing and validating are the operations most often performed on the peer side, they 
will be subject to this benchmark.  Compared to the validation process, the signature 
process misses one pairing operation. This means that the validation process is 
computationally more expensive than the signature creation. Hence, the sign operation can 
be neglected, especially since it is only rarely used. Message signature operations are 
performed in 初怠 and are equal to a common ECC-based Schnorr implementation. The 
time required for a message signature validation serves as a reference for the PPK 
signature performance. The same applies to the authorisation credential verification. Since 
no other suitable pseudonymous authorisation scheme was found, the only comparable 
solution is short-term ECC-based certificates, similar to the short-term public keys. Again, 
the message verification time is taken as a reference. The benchmark was performed on a 
2.7 GHz Intel i7 CPU As Table 4 shows, the validation times and ratios using a 254-bit on 
Berito-Nehrig curve using a performant Optimal Ate pairing library [BG10]. Since 
automotive implementations will not use PC CPUs but cost and energy efficient 
processors or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), the ratios of the different 
verification processes are more important than the measured times.  

Table 4: Performance Comparison of PPKI Operations on Berito-Nehrig curve with 喧 丸  ににね bit 
Operation Time / ms ratio 
Message Verification 0.426 な 
PPK Verification 3.956 9.27 
RSU PK Verification 2.052 4.82 
Cred. Verification 3.004 7.05 

The result shows that the PPK signature verification is about ten times slower than the 
message verification process. The slowdown usually affects only the first message of a 
new peer, because only at this point a PPK verification is required. Subsequently, until the 
next PPK change, only message signatures need to be validated. Nevertheless, this is a 
situation requiring further investigation: since a PPK change is only reasonable when all 
peers within a certain range  perform it at the same time, the performance can become 
critical. It may help to specify the maximum size of the group of peers which execute the 
PPK change. The RSU public key verification is twice as fast as the PPK verification.  



A pseudonymous authorisation credential verification is  seven times slower than short 
term ECC based certificates, however still faster than a PPK verification. Safety relevant 
messages that contain an authorisation credential require both to be verified: the PPK and 
the authorisation credential. Together it would take 6.96 ms for the verification, which is 
eight times more than two ECC-based verifications. 

5 Conclusion 

In this work, it could be shown that the PPKI does indeed meet the challenges of Car-2-
Car communication. Message authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation are fulfilled 
equally. It is possible to set up a hierarchical PKI architecture with regional CAs and 
multiple AAs.  

The new developed pseudonymous authorisation scheme allows to integrate trusted 
authorisation authorities into the PPKI. They enable peers to use special safety messages 
or commercial services like tolling, information or entertainment services. Similarly to the 
PPKI authorisation it allows peer side pseudonymous credential generation with about the 
same performance requirements. Without such a solution, the amount of pseudonymous 
authentication credentials for multiple services can become enormous, and the issuing 
process would be computational expensive, since each pseudonymous public key requires 
a unique authentication credential. On-demand issuing services [AGL13] may be 
practically applicable for some commercial services, however they would be much more 
complex then the PPKI solution. An important privacy feature of the new pseudonymous 
authorisation scheme is the optionally “blinded” registration process that prevents the 
authorisation authorities to link the issued credentials to a peer. If a customer pays a tolling 
authority for a one-year certifi cate, the authority does not need to know the peer's identity. 
The privacy of this process can be compared to the process of buying a tolling vignette. 

In contrast to the classical PKI, the PPKI allows the peers to change their pseudonym at 
any required frequency. In addition, classical PKI solutions require an Internet connection 
to distribute pseudonyms and authorisation certificates and maybe also to provide CRLs.  
After the initial registration at a 系畦 and 畦畦, a PPKI peer can rely only on Car-2-Car 
communication. This makes the solution robust and user-friendly. Also, the revocation 
process is straightforward: peers are forced to distribute and import revocation data, 
otherwise they can no longer take part in the communication. 

Nevertheless, those features come with additional computational costs for key and 
credential validation. A PPKI hardware solution will probably be more expensive, 
especially since a pairing implementation is more complicated than a plain ECC based 
one.  A quantitative determination of costs and benefits cannot be made since costs could 
be reduced by mass production of ASICs. Although the system in the car becomes more 
sophisticated, it carries out tasks that would otherwise be located on the infrastructure side. 
From a qualitative point of view, the PPKI scales better, the communication overhead is 
reduced and administrative processes become easier to manage.  
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